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Objectives The present study aimed to investigate the effect of muscle relaxation training on perceived stress and rumination in 

patients with dental anxiety.  

Methods This was a quasi-experimental study (pretest-posttest design and a control group). The statistical population comprised 

of all patients with dental anxiety who visited dental clinics in Ahvaz city (Iran) in 2019. The sample consisted of 30 patients with 

dental anxiety selected through convenience sampling. The participants were randomly divided into experimental and control 

groups (15 participants per group). The experimental group received six 90-minute sessions of muscle relaxation, while the 

control group received no intervention. The research instruments included the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), the Ruminative 

Responses Scale (RRS), and the Modified Dental Anxiety Scale (MDAS). The data were analyzed by MANCOVA and 

ANCOVA. 

Results The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of the post-test scores of perceived stress and rumination in the experimental group 

were 21.53±5.60 and 29.06±6.70, respectively which were significantly different from the scores in the control group (54.33±3.71 

and 70.86±7.55, respectively). The muscle relaxation training reduced the perceived stress and rumination in patients with dental 

anxiety in the experimental group compared with the control group (P<0.001). 

Conclusion Muscle relaxation training may thus be administered as an effective approach to mitigate perceived stress and 

rumination in patients with dental anxiety.  
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Introduction 

Dental anxiety is a health-threatening disorder. Severe 

stress can also cause anxiety in patients. 
1, 2

 Anxiety, in 

turn, creates unpleasant experiences, further stress, 

discomfort, fear, distress, and anticipation of unfortunate 

events, which lead to restlessness. 
3, 4

 According to studies, 

perceived stress is a risk factor independent of age, sex, and 

other classic physical risk factors for diseases.
5, 6

 Perceived 

stress is a serious risk factor for mental health problems 

and can increase anxiety disorders.
7, 8

 Saatchi et al.
9
 

reported that people with dental anxiety perceive high 

levels of stress. Stress perception can affect mental capacity 

depending on how stressful one perceives a situation. 

Stress includes physical, mental, and affective reactions 

that exacerbate anxiety. 
10

 When people perceive stress, 

they find their physical and mental well-being threatened. 

In other words, perceived stress challenges people's 

perceived ability and confidence. 
11

 

Rumination is a key predictor of anxiety and causes 

constant preoccupation with a notion or idea. Such 

thoughts enter people's consciousness, distract their 

attention from goals, and cause a great deal of anxiety.
12

 In 

people with dental anxiety, rumination about their physical 

oral and dental status causes passive repetitive thoughts, 

hinders the adaptive solution, and increases negative 

thoughts. As a cognitive basis for anxiety, rumination 

involves thoughts that are endlessly reviewed, increase 

negative appraisals, affect mood, and exacerbate anxiety. 
13

 

One way to deal with anxiety is through muscle relaxation 

training, which is shown to alleviate disorders and promote 

the quality of life. 
14

 The use of muscle relaxation 

technique mitigates the adverse physiological impacts of 

stress. 
15, 16

 This method prevents the emergence of 

symptoms caused by harmful factors. It strikes a balance 

between the activity of the anterior and posterior 

hypothalamus, thereby preventing adverse effects caused 

by stress and anxiety. 
17, 18

 According to Ramasamy et al,
19

 

muscle relaxation training is an effective intervention to 

alleviate stress and anxiety disorders. Park et al.
1
 reported 

that progressive muscle relaxation therapy relieves tension 

and anxiety in dental patients. 

People with dental anxiety perceive a great deal of stress. 

Due to dental anxiety, patients who need treatment do not 

seek dental treatment and therefore, may suffer from 

advanced periodontal disease, dental caries, pulpal 

involvement, dental and periodontal infections, and 

abscess. Moreover, mental rumination negatively impacts 

their treatment process and disrupts their mental balance. If 

their anxiety is not controlled, physical problems may 

develop and threaten their physical and mental health. Still, 

the challenge is to identify treatments that can mitigate the 

perceived stress and mental rumination, motivate people to 

seek treatment, and improve their quality of life. The useful 

outcomes of studying the psychological variables in 

patients with dental anxiety may encourage them to visit a 

dentist without fear and anxiety, and this can promote their 

quality of life. Accordingly, the present study aimed to 

investigate the effect of muscle relaxation training on 

perceived stress and rumination in patients with dental 
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anxiety. 

Methods and Materials 

Design and participants: 

This was a quasi-experimental study with a pretest-posttest 

design and a control group. The study population included 

all patients with dental anxiety who visited dental clinics in 

Ahvaz city (Iran) in 2019. The sample consisted of 30 

patients with dental anxiety selected through convenience 

sampling. In this study, the sample size was calculated to 

be 30 patients with dental anxiety based on G-Power (effect 

size of 1.68, α=0.05, and power of 0.90). Moreover, a 

random number table was used to randomly allocated the 

participants into experimental and control groups. The 

inclusion criteria were scoring 15 or above on the Modified 

Dental Anxiety Scale (MDAS) and absence of cognitive-

personality disorders. The exclusion criteria were missing 

more than two sessions of the intervention program and 

having an outlier score in the MDAS. To comply with 

ethical considerations, informed consent was obtained from 

the participants, and the participants were allowed to quit 

whenever they desired, and their information was kept 

confidential. In addition, those in the control group also 

received the intervention at the end of the study. The Ethics 

Review Board of Islamic Azad University, Ahvaz branch, 

approved the present study (code: 

IR.IAU.AHVAZ.REC.1401.177). 

Procedure: 

First, the MDAS was administered, and participants who 

scored 15 or above were identified as having dental 

anxiety. Overall, 137 patients filled out this scale; of 

whom, 61 were found to have anxiety. Then, 30 patients 

were selected and randomly assigned to the experimental or 

control group (15 participants per group) (Figure 1). Before 

the implementation of the intervention program, a pre-test 

was conducted for both the experimental and control 

groups. Next, the experimental group was treated with 

muscle relaxation; while, the control group did not receive 

any intervention. After the end of the treatment sessions, a 

post-test was held for both the experimental and control 

groups. In the present study, the Perceived Stress Scale 

(PSS) and the Ruminative Responses Scale (RRS) were 

used to examine the variables of perceived stress and 

rumination in the participants. 

 
Figure 1. Flow-chart of participant selection  

Instruments: 

PSS: This 14-item scale was developed by Cohen et al 

(20). The items were scored using a five-point Likert scale 

from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). Items 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 

13 were reverse-scored. The minimum and maximum 

scores of this scale are 14 and 70, respectively. 

Maroufizadeh et al. 
21

 reported a Cronbach alpha 

coefficient of 0.90 for this questionnaire. 

RRS: This scale was developed by Nolen-Hoeksema and 

Morrow.
22

 It contains 22 statements scored by a Likert 

scale from 1 (almost never) to 4 (almost always). Tanhaye 

Reshvanloo et al. 
23

 reported a Cronbach alpha coefficient 

of 0.86 for this questionnaire. 

MDAS: This scale was developed by Corah in 1969 and 

revised by Clarke in 1993. It is comprised of four 5-choice 

questions about different dental situations. Each question 

was scored from 1 (not anxious) to 5 (extremely anxious), 

and the final score ranged from 4 to 20. Humphris et al. 
24

 

added a question about local anesthesia and introduced the 

MDAS. The scores in this scale range from 5 to 25, and 

scores of 15 or above indicate severe anxiety. 
24

 The 

authors reported the reliability of this tool to be 0.83.
 9 

Intervention program: 

The experimental group received six 90-minute sessions of 

muscle relaxation. 
25

 A summary of the muscle relaxation 

training program sessions is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1- A summary of muscle relaxation training sessions 

Session Content 

1 
Briefly introducing the history of muscle relaxation techniques, the role of stress in mental health, the role of muscle relaxation in 

mitigating anxiety and fear. 

2 

Dividing the muscles into 16 groups, explaining how to contract and relax them, performing contraction and release exercises for 

several muscle groups, doing progressive contraction and release exercises for 16 muscle groups in a specific sequence, using the 

relaxation technique by examining individual muscles, providing relaxing suggestions, ending the exercise with a countdown, 

moving the muscles along with the countdown 

3 
Training, performing contraction exercise, seven-muscle release, evaluation of experiences, discussion, post-exercise review, talking 

about feelings, resolving problems related to training.  

4 Training, recall exercise, evaluation of experiences, four-muscle release (neck, abdomen, thigh, forearm), evaluation of experiences. 

5 Recall training along with progressive muscle relaxation countdown, relaxing mental imagery, evaluation of experiences. 

6 A summary of muscle relaxation exercises, wrapping up, administering the posttest. 
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Statistical analyses: 

Data were analyzed by descriptive and inferential statistics, 

such as mean, standard deviation, analysis of covariance 

(ANCOVA), and one-way  ANCOVA. SPSS version 21.0 

was used for data analysis. 

Results 

Table 2 lists the mean and standard deviation (SD) of 

perceived stress and rumination scores of the experimental 

and control groups in the pre-test and posttest. 

Table 2- Mean (± SD) pre-test and posttest scores of perceived stress and rumination in the experimental and control groups 

Variables  Test 
Experimental  Control  

Mean ± SD Mean ± SD 

Perceived stress 
Pretest 50.20 ± 6.29 52.06 ± 2.71 

Posttest 21.53 ± 5.60 54.33 ± 3.71 

Rumination 
Pretest 68.20 ± 7.75 72.06 ± 8.10 

Posttest 29.06 ± 6.70 70.86 ± 7.55 

 

The assumption of normality of distribution of scores in 

both groups was examined and confirmed by the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Based on the Levene's test 

results, the variance of scores of perceived stress and 

rumination did not significantly differ in the two groups, 

which confirmed the assumption of homogeneity of 

variances. Furthermore, the null hypothesis of the equality 

of variances of the scores of the two groups in the posttest 

was confirmed; that is, the assumption of equal variances 

of scores in the experimental and control groups was 

confirmed. 

According to the results of MANCOVA, there was a 

significant difference between the experimental and control 

groups in terms of perceived stress and rumination 

(F=132.24, P<0.001), with an effect size of 0.98. Based on 

the findings, there was a significant difference between the 

experimental and control groups in terms of perceived 

stress (F= 265.20, P<0.001) and rumination (F= 203.97, 

P<0.001). In other words, the muscle relaxation training 

significantly alleviated the perceived stress and rumination 

of participants with dental anxiety in the experimental 

group. The effect size for the perceived stress and 

rumination was 0.92 and 0.91, respectively. 

Discussion 

The present study aimed to investigate the effect of muscle 

relaxation training on perceived stress and rumination in 

patients with dental anxiety. According to the results, the 

experimental and control groups significantly differed in 

terms of perceived stress and rumination. In other words, 

muscle relaxation training significantly mitigated the 

severity of perceived stress and rumination in patients with 

dental anxiety in the experimental compared with the 

control group. The findings are consistent with the results 

of previous studies. 
1, 26, 27

 Sabherwal et al. 
26

 reported that 

progressive muscle relaxation is an effective technique for 

anxiolysis and pain control in pediatric dental patients. 

In the present study, muscle relaxation training was proven 

to be effective on the mean perceived stress of patients with 

dental anxiety and reduced the severity of their perceived 

stress. The nature of the techniques led to muscle 

relaxation, regulated the vital signs, put the participants in a 

relaxed state, and thus reduced their perceived stress, 

anxiety, and distress. By creating a state of relaxation and 

balancing the muscles, muscle relaxation training 

eliminates the state caused by severe perceived stress. 

Since this technique is quickly learned, it is fully 

conscious.
1
 This training significantly improves the coping 

skills of people with dental anxiety and reduces stress 

symptoms associated with dental procedures. The muscle 

relaxation training intervention mentally empowers the 

participants and makes them flexible to stressful and 

challenging situations; in this way, it controls the 

dimensions of perceived stress against unforeseen 

conditions by regulating heart rate, respiration, abdominal 

heat, and body temperature, and alleviates the stress and 

anxiety of people with dental anxiety. 
17

 

In this training, people with dental anxiety also achieve 

mental peace by adjusting and organizing stressful 

processes and incorrect cognitive maps. Muscle relaxation 

creates flexibility in the face of challenges and sufferings, 

thereby mitigating the disturbing thoughts, visualizations, 

and intrusive impulses related to stress perception.
18

 

Learning how to perform muscle contraction and release 

reduces the perceived stress. Performing contraction and 

release exercises and the relaxation technique by examining 

each muscle also decrease stress. In this way, this 

intervention increases the participants' adaptation to 

stressful conditions and reduces their mental pressure. The 

muscle relaxation training protocol focused on promoting 

self-help and peace in different stressful situations. People 

with dental anxiety received proper feedback from muscle 

training in this type of training, and thus overcame their 

problem and showed less stress and unwanted negative 

thoughts. Eventually, their perceived stress, which disturbs 

the mental balance, declined, and they experienced less 

negative emotions. 
19

 

In the present study, muscle relaxation training effectively 

decreased rumination in people suffering from dental 

anxiety. Muscle relaxation induced a peaceful and pleasant 

image in people's mind, which alleviated ruminative 
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thoughts. This method helped people imagine a very strong 

or enjoyable scene, so strong as to divert their attention 

from the painful and anxiety-provoking experiences. This 

therapeutic approach thus decreased the negative outcomes 

and metacognitive beliefs about dentistry and the 

associated pain, and reduced anxiety and low mood, which 

are the basis of rumination in anxious people. This 

intervention also controlled the unreasonable beliefs and 

ruminations of people with dental anxiety. Muscle 

relaxation training decreased negative emotional outcomes 

such as anxiety, and rumination via the seated meditation 

technique and breathing while paying attention to the 

senses, which leads to mental relaxation. This training 

protocol encouraged the participants to pay attention to the 

differences in the feelings of muscle tension (contraction) 

and relaxation (release). By establishing a state of deep 

relaxation or release, this training relaxed the muscles of 

patients with dental anxiety and alleviated their ruminative 

responses. 
29

 Therefore, this training is an effective 

approach for mitigating rumination in people with dental 

anxiety by establishing deep mental relaxation. 

The statistical population of the current study comprised of 

people suffering from dental anxiety visiting the dental 

clinics of Ahvaz city (Iran); thus, caution should be 

exercised in generalizing the results to other populations. 

The limitations of this study were failing to control 

important social, familial, and economic variables that 

might have affected the research variables, and the 

heterogeneity of the sample in terms of general 

characteristics in the experimental group. 

Conclusion 

Muscle relaxation training was an effective approach and 

decreased the perceived stress and rumination of patients 

with dental anxiety. Dental centers are thus advised to 

implement this method to better manage dental anxiety of 

patients. In educational workshops, specialists should teach 

this method to dentists and their assistants to alleviate 

patients' dental anxiety. Hospitals and dental clinics should 

also be notified about the positive effects of muscle 

relaxation training on alleviating the perceived stress and 

rumination so that patients can learn how to curb their 

stress.  
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